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I. MODEL ANALYSIS

Here we first give two proofs for our CAT model. One is the certification for SUs ( or SNs) to

report their requirements truthfully, while the other is the proof of maximizing the overall social

welfare, which we will use to evaluate the system performance later. Then we further explain

our model in three aspects. In the later part of this section, we will use SU to represent both

SU and SN for convenience.

A. Truthful revelation of demand

Definition 1: Dominant Strategy. A strategy s∗i is a dominant strategy for player j when s∗i
can maximize his payoff ρ j no matter what strategies other players choose. That is,

ρ j(s∗i ,s−i)> ρ j(s
′
i,s−i), ∀s−i,∀s

′
i ̸= s∗i . (1)

With this, we can formulate the following theorem:

Theorem 1: Truthful revelation of demand is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, i.e., the dominant

strategy for SUs is to report truthfully.
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Proof: The strategy set of every SU is π = {REless,REtrue,REmore}, in which REless denotes

reporting less channels to PU than the real demand, REmore denotes reporting more channels and

REtrue denotes reporting his real demand. For one specific player SUi, we assume that the number

of channels he needs is Nt , while he claims for Nl channels to report less and Nm channels to

report more (Nl < Nt < Nm). His payoff from one channel is m dollars. We set the average WTP

per channel of all SUs as t (t ≤ m).

Now focus on SUi, whose WTP per channel will change when making false declarations.

Reporting Nl channels, his total profit will be cut to Nl
Nt
∗m∗Nl , so his WTP is cut to Nl

Nt
∗m for

each channel. Thus the WTP of his team and the possibility ξ of winning the game is reduced

correspondingly. With ω standing for “profit”, ωREless = ξREless ∗ρREless , ωREtrue = ξREtrue ∗ρREtrue ,

we obtain the following inequality:

ξREless < ξREtrue , ρREless < ρREtrue (2)

So ωREless < ωREtrue , and REtrue is a dominant strategy to REless according to Theorem 1.

However, when he reports Nm channels, his WTP will not increase because the total profit

he can make will not increase. With the total profit Nt ∗m, his WTP for each channel decreases

to Nt
Nm

∗m dollars, thus the overall payoff he is willing to pay for his team is correspondingly

reduced, leading to the same result as less reporting. Then we can get the following inequality,

where REtrue is a dominant strategy to REmore.

ωREmore < ωREtrue (3)

To sum up, as rational players, SUs will report their demands truthfully in this dynamic game

of incomplete information, leading to a perfect Bayesian equilibrium [1].

B. Social Welfare Maximization

Definition 2: Social Welfare. The same channel band may be worthy of different values for

different SUs, which indicates that they can make different contributions to the society. The total

social welfare of a team is ∑i∈SU Wi.

Here we give another theorem:

Theorem 2: If the profit decreases when the requirements are not fulfilled, the method con-

sidering all the requirements as a whole can maximize the total social welfare.
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Proof: According to Definition 2, we should focus on to whom we should sell the bands to

maximize the social welfare.

For any arbitrary SUi, we assume he needs n1 bands, and his WTP per channel is mi, so the

highest bid he wants to make is n1 ∗mi. Here we do not consider the δ because this money is

paid by others. Hence, we conclude that he can make n1 ∗mi profit if he gets all the n1 bands.

And if he gets only n2 channels (n2 < n1), he cannot make full use of them. Above all, the

contribution he can make to the society is shown in Equation 4.

Wi =

 n1 ×mi, (gets all he needs)

n2 × (n2
n1
∗mi), (gets n2 channels)

(4)

Considering the final problem, the difficulty lies in that the welfare of SUs are relative to

each other. While in our four models, we treat all the requirements of an SU as a whole, and

successfully avoided the problem that an SU cannot make full use of his channels. In addition,

the mechanism of legal teams lists all the possible combinations of SUs, so the maximum value

of these teams is the maximum profit of the whole system. As a comparison, the famous VCG

mechanism in economics could not obtain this effect, so his auction results will make some

bands unable to be fully used by the public.

C. Is the model fair?

Some may doubt the fairness that if an SU has a specific requirement and cannot form legal

teams with others, he has no chance to bid. However, it is due to fairness that he is not allowed

to bid. Because if he wins the bands, more players will not meet their requirements. In order to

consider the welfare of the whole society, this player must exit the game.

Daniel Kahneman et al. [2] believed that any judgment of fairness must consider the factors

that determine the selection of a reference transaction. In our problem, the reference transaction

relates to the game between PU and SUs. Also, our scheme satisfies the traits given in [2]:

• Players care about being treated fairly and treating others fairly.

• They are willing to resist an unfair result even his payoff is more. The converse-negative

proposition is that players will accept the result even at a reduced payoff, i.e., when he

should pay more than others.

• They can specify which actions are considered unfair.

Obviously, our models satisfy all the above traits to be fair.
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D. What if a player is unwilling to share his profit?

Some readers may think that richer SUs would not share their residual profit with poorer ones.

Considering the phenomenon that two legal teams remain, namely Team 1 and Team 2, Team

1 has his highest bid x for each band, while the bottleneck of Team 2 is SUi with a WTP x+α

(α < θ ). But the next bid should be no less than x+θ . Without sharing, Team 2 cannot bid any

more, Team 1 may win the game. Hence, if SU j in Team 2 has surplus profit, he will lose the

game even if he can pay much more. In our model, if SU j’s surplus profit is enough to make

SUi’s sharing value δ in Team 2 to θ −α , then SUi has the ability to bid next value, and Team

2 wins the game. As to SU j, the two choices bring him different profits:

ω j =

 0, without sharing

WT Pj − cont j − (x+θ)> 0, with sharing
(5)

cont j means the contribution SU j made to his team, which may be greater or less than θ −α

considering other team members. SU j is a rational player, who prefers to accept the scheme with

sharing to get a higher payoff.

E. What should SUs in multiple legal teams do?

Finally, we consider SUs in multiple legal teams. We assume SUa is in both Team 1 and

Team 2, and the market price is y for each band. In order to analyze the influence SUi’s different

choices made to social welfare, we assume all the properties of the two teams are the same

except for the total profit, shown as follows:

ω̄1 = ∑
SUi∈Team1

Wi > ∑
SU j∈Team2

W j = ω̄2 (6)

In this inequality, ω̄i stands for the profit of Teami. The Shapley value of SUa in the two

teams are the same, denoted by Sa. Then we calculate the payoff ρa of SUa:

ρa =

 (ω̄1 − y∗n)×Sa, SUa ∈ Team1

(ω̄2 − y∗n)×Sa, SUa ∈ Team2
(7)

where n denotes the number of required bands for each team, and ω̄i−y∗n denotes the residual

profit of Teami. As to SUa, in order to get a higher profit, he will choose Team1, which is just

the best choice to maximize the total social welfare. Furthermore, we can promote this analysis

process to multiple choices. In summary, the best choice for SUs in multiple teams is the best

choice for the society.
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